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Health Screening Discovers HIV Positive Client
For our October newsletter, we would like to
honor Men & Women in Prison Ministries’ HIV
Corrections Case Manager & Program Manager,
Russell Jackson.
Several times throughout the year, the Illinois
Department of Corrections hosts an event called
the Summit of Hope. This event features
agencies and resources that help people on
parole transition back into society after
incarceration. On behalf of MWIPM, Mr. Jackson
attends the Summits of Hope to provide
vouchers for State Identification Cards, and
health screenings for HIV and Hepatitis C.
During one of his routine HIV screenings, he met
a man whose results screened positive for HIV.
This was Mr. Jackson’s first case at a Summit of
Hope where he had to break the news to a
person that they were HIV positive. Usually, Mr.
Jackson works with clients who already know
their status, so this was a new experience for
him. The client and Mr. Jackson wanted to be
100% sure that the client was, in fact, positive, so they did an additional health
screening. The additional health screening, too, showed that the client was
positive. What surprised Mr. Jackson and the staff at MWIPM, was the client’s
immediate determination to contact three women, who he had been involved
with. Usually a client’s first reaction to a positive HIV result, experiences a variety
of different emotions. The client’s responsible demeanor showed that he was an
empathetic and caring person. Immediately the client brought one of his lady
friends to the summit of hope to get tested. The woman became very hysterical,
so Mr. Jackson decided to have the HIV screening in his car. Thankfully, the
woman’s results were negative. The client then took the first young woman home
and brought the second young woman to the Summit of Hope to get screened as
well. The result for the second young woman was positive. The client again took
her home. Finally, the third young woman, who is the client’s girlfriend, was
pregnant with the client’s child. Unfortunately, she was at work while the Summit
of Hope took place, so Mr. Jackson had to provide the health screening at his
MWIPM office later that afternoon. Fortunately, the client’s girlfriend had a
negative result.
Mr. Jackson, a very skilled case manager, was immediately able to link the HIV
clients to care. He linked them to necessary and critical resources; and provided
two of the women with valuable information pertaining to PrEP.
It is important to understand that these four health screenings, case
management, partner services, and linkage to medical care all took place in the
same day, with Mr. Jackson’s tireless and empathetic hard work. For a process
that takes months, especially for multiple clients, Mr. Jackson got the process
done within that same day. Mr. Jackson’s determination is not to go unnoticed.
He showed his compassion & willingness to help in a time of need.
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We hope this testimony has shown the importance of knowing the status of our
health as it directly affects ourselves as well as our communities. Here at MWIPM,
we believe that healthy and responsible individuals contribute to a healthy and
responsible community. We stand by our mission to provide services to the
community at large.

The 12th Annual People’s Gala
Men & Women in Prison Ministries will be hosting its 12 th
Annual People’s Gala in commemoration of World AIDS Day.

To provide comprehensive
services to the incarcerated, the
formerly incarcerated, their
families, and the community at
large

OUR VISION
To implement sustainable services to
achieve Health & Wellness, Social
Economic Recovery, & Prison
Advocacy
“When the legal system fails, the
entire family is incarcerated”

The theme for this year’s Gala is “CIS Gender Women” & will dedicate this Gala as
the “Year of the Woman”. Please join us in celebrating this very special occasion.
Tickets are available now. Visit us at www.mwimp.com or contact our office for your
ticket today.
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